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Abstract 
 
In this thesis, we undertook a broad genomic, evolutionary, transcriptomic and 
functional analysis of a cluster containing three BTNL genes, namely BTNL8, 
BTNL3 and BTNL9, located on human chromosome 5q35.3.  
In the first chapter we report the identification of a 56 kb deletion copy number 
variant (CNV), which results in the formation of a novel chimeric gene, 
BTNL8*3, and leads to an upregulation in the expression-level of the third gene 
in the cluster, BTNL9. Next, we developed a genotyping assay and undertook a 
population analysis of this variant in several Hap Map and human diversity 
panel (HGDP-CEPH) populations. With this genotyping assay we could identify 
clear differences in the stratification of the BTNL8_BTNL3-del allele amongst 
major continental ethnic groups. In addition we report tagging SNPs in several 
population, facilitating the genotyping process of the BTNL8-BTNL3 deletion 
variant in the future. Moreover, we show an influence of the deletion CNV in the 
expression-level of several genes involved in cancer and immune response, 
suggesting an involvement of this CNV in specific biological pathways.  
In the second chapter we look for functional consequences of this CNV and 
found an upregulation of BTNL9 in acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) after 
glucocorticoid (GC) treatment. Previously, it was shown that high-level BTNL9 
correlates with high-risk in MLL-AF4 rearranged acute lymphoblastic leukemia 
(ALL) patients. To check whether this might be due to in involvement of BTNL9 
in GC-induced apoptosis, we analyzed several pre-B ALL cell-lines and found a 
clear correlation between BTNL9 expression-level and resistance to GC in MLL 
rearranged ALL and at a lower level in MLL germ-line ALL. These results 
suggest a completely new and unexpected role for a BTNL protein and may led 
to the development of specific BTNL9 inhibitors to improve outcome of MLL 
rearranged ALL.  
Overall, we provide a comprehensive analysis of a BTNL gene cluster. We 
identified a new BTNL8*3 fusion-gene with potential implication in genetic 
pathways involved in immune regulation and proliferation, and show a clear 
function for BTNL9 in GC-resistance in MLL rearranged leukemia. This 
knowledge sheds more light on the BTNL family and may provide the basis for 
novel approaches using BTNL9 in MLL rearranged ALL therapy.   
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Resum  
En aquesta tesi, hem dut a terme un ampli anàlisi genòmic, evolucionari, 
transcriptòmic i funcional dʼun clúster de tres gens (BTNL8, BTNL3 i BTNL9) 
localitzats en el cromosoma humà 5q35.3. 
En el primer capítol, presentem la identificació dʼuna deleció dʼuna variant en 
nombre de còpia (CNV en anglès) de 56 kb donant com a producte un nou gen 
quimèric (BTNL8*3). Aquesta deleció és responsable de la sobre-expressió del 
tercer gen del clúster, BTNL9. Posteriorment, es desenvolupà un assaig de 
genotipació i es va dur a terme un anàlisi poblacional dʼaquesta variant en 
mostres de diferents poblacions pertanyents al HapMap i el panell de diversitat 
humana (HGDP-CEPH). Aquest assaig de genotipació ens va permetre 
identificar clares diferències en lʼestratificació de lʼaŀlel BTNL8_BTNL3-del entre 
grups continentals majors. A més, presentem tagging SNPs en diverses 
poblacions, facilitant una genotipació futura de la variant de deleció BTNL8-
BTNL3. Finalment mostrem la influència de la deleció CNV en els nivells 
dʼexpressió de diferents gens involucrats en càncer i en la resposta immune, 
suggerint la involucració dʼaquesta CNV en rutes biològiques específiques. 

En el segon capítol dʼaquesta tesi sʼinvestiguen les conseqüències funcionals 
de la CNV trobant una sobre-expressió de BTNL9 en leucèmia limfoblàstica 
aguda (ALL en anglès) després del subministrament de glucocorticoides (GC). 
Sʼhavia mostrat ja prèviament que uns nivells elevats de BTNL9 correlacionen 
amb un elevat risc en pacients de ALL amb reorganització de MLL-AF4. Per 
comprovar si aquesta observació és deguda a la implicació de BTNL9 en 
apoptosi induïda per GC, es varen analitzar diferents línies ceŀlulars pre-B ALL 
trobant-se una clara correlació entre els nivells dʼexpressió de BTNL9 i 
resistència a GC en ALL amb reorganització de MLL i nivells més baixos en 
MLL en ALL germinal. Aquests resultats suggereixen un paper completament 
nou i inesperat de la proteïna BTNL que podrien resultar en el 
desenvolupament de inhibidors específics de BTNL9 per millorar la prognosi de 
ALL amb reorganització de MLL. 

En resum, en aquesta tesi proporcionem un anàlisi del clúster de gens humà 
BTNL. Identifiquem un nou gen de fusió BTNL8*3 amb implicacions potencials 
en rutes genètiques involucrades en la regulació i proliferació immune i 
mostrem una clara funció de BTNL9 en la resistència a GC el la leucèmia amb 
reorganització de MLL. Aquestes observacions proporcionen un nou 
coneixement sobre la família de gens BTNL i podria proporcionar la base per 
noves teràpies basades en BTNL9 en ALL amb reorganització de MLL.
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Preface 
 
The B7 family of protein is widely accepted to play an important role in 
inflammatory processes by altering T cell responsiveness. Through binding to 
their receptors on T cells these proteins are able to promote (e.g., B7-1, B7-2, 
ICOS-L) or inhibit (e.g., PD-L1, PD-L2, B7-H3, B7x) T cell activation, 
proliferation, maturation and cytokine production. In addition, several members 
have been identified to be expressed on different types of tumors as within the 
tumor microenvironment. Due to the immunosuppressive capacities of several 
B7 family members, aberrant expression of these molecules is thought to 
negatively interfere with the host immune response, leading to disease 
progression. Indeed, expression of B7 family proteins in many hematologic 
malignancies is often associated with poor prognosis and aggressive behavior 
of tumors. Currently, several B7 family members, such as CTLA-1 and PD-1 
pathway inhibiting molecules are targeted in the treatment of cancer and 
recently, the first B7 pathway-targeting agent, anti-CTLA-4 mAb (ipilimumab) 
has been approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for the 
treatment of metastatic melanoma. In addition, ongoing studies targeting more 
recently described members of the family: B7-H3, B7x, B7-H6 are promising, 
however further clarification of their pathogenic role in hematologic 
malignancies will help to identify their most active role as immune adjuvants to 
conventional therapy.  

However, regardless the tremendous progress in this field, up to this date little is 
known about the closely related butyrophilin-like (BTNL) proteins. The 
butyrophilin (BTN) family shares structural homology with B7 family members 
and similar to B7 proteins, almost all BTNs/BTNLs studied so far, have been 
shown to be able to dampen immune-response by negatively co-stimulating T 
cell activation, making them very interesting candidates in anti-tumor immunity. 
Consequently, in this study, we characterize a cluster containing three BTNL 
genes, located on human chromosome 5q35.3, at the genomic, transcriptional 
and functional level to gain more insight in the function of the BTNL proteins. 
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1.1 The B7 protein family 

The B7-CD28 family consists of structurally related cell-surface proteins that 

have been shown to play key roles in pathways regulating T-cell activation and 

effector cell differentiation. These pathways can either contribute critical positive 

signals that promote and sustain T-cell responses, or they can provide critical 

negative signals that downregulate T-cell responses [1]. 

Two simultaneous but independent signals are used by macrophages and 

dendridic cells (DCs) to activate naive T-lymphocytes. The first signal is initiated 

from the antigen-specific T-cell receptors (TCR) interacting with an antigenic 

peptide presented by the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class II on 

professional antigen-presenting cells (APC). However, the MHC II binding itself 

is insufficient to produce a T-cell response. In fact, lack of further stimulatory 

signals results in the induction of T-cell tolerance, called anergy. Therefore, a 

second signal is required, known as co-stimulation [1]. 

The most important co-stimulatory signal necessary to continue the immune 

response comes from B7-CD28 interactions. The B7 (B7-1 or CD80 and B7-2 or 

CD86) protein is present on the APC surface, and it interacts with the CD28 

receptor on the T-cell surface [2]. This interaction leads to proliferation and 

cytokine production, promote cell survival and enhance expression of CD40 

ligand (CD40L) and adhesion molecules necessary for trafficking, such as very 

late antigen-4 (VLA-4) [3]. Consistently, mice deficient in CD28 or both of its 

ligands (B7-1 and B7-2) have been shown to be severely impaired in CD4+ T-

cell proliferation [4]. However, the B7 pathway not only provides positive second 

signals but also contributes critical negative second signals that counteract T-

cell activation by limiting, terminating, and/or attenuating T-cell responses 

Therefore, B7-1 and B7-2 bind to an inhibitory receptor, cytotoxic T-lymphocyte 

antigen-4 (CTLA-4 or CD152), which inhibits T-cell response and crucially 

controls peripheral T-cell tolerance and autoimmunity. 
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Figure 1. Co-stimulatory and co-

inhibitory function of B7-1/2 

:CD28/CTLA-4 interaction. APC, 

antigen-presenting cell; pMHC, peptide 

major histocompartibility complex; 

TRC, T-cell receptor; From Seliger et 

al., 2012 [5] 
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1.1.2 Members of the B7 protein family 

Over the past decade, several ligands and their counter-receptors with 

homology to B7-1 and B7-2 have been identified. These B7 homologues (B7-Hʼ) 

include: programmed death-1 ligand PD-L1 (B7-H1 or CD274), inducible co-

stimulator ligand ICOS-L (B7-H2 or CD275), B7-H3 or CD276, B7x (B7-H4 or 

B7-S1), and programmed death-2 ligand PD-L2 (B7-DC or CD273) [6]. All 

members of the B7 family are transmembrane or glycosylphosphatidylinositol 

(GPI)-linked proteins characterized by extracellular IgV (variable) and IgC 

(constant) domains related to the variable and constant domains of 

immunoglobulin [7].  

 
Table 1. Nomenclature of B7 family molecules From Greaves and Gibben, 2013 [8] 

CD 
designation Molecule “B7” 

designation Eponyms “Common” 
name Major ligands 

CD80 B7-1 B7-1 B7 CD80 CD28, CD152 

CD86 B7-2 B7-2 — CD86 CD28, CD152 

CD274 Programmed cell death ligand 1 B7-H1 PD-L1 PD-L1 CD279 (PD-1) 

CD275 Inducible co-stimulator ligand B7-H2 B7RP-1, B7h, 
ICOS-L 

ICOS-L CD278 (ICOS) 

CD276 B7 homologue 3 B7-H3 — — ??TLT-2 

 B7 homologue 4 B7-H4 B7S1, B7x — ??BTLA 

 B7 homologue 6 B7-H6 — — NKp30 

CD273 Programmed cell death ligand 2 B7-DC PD-L2 PD-L2 CD279 

CD277 Butyrophilin SF3 — BT3.1, BTF5 — ? 

The CD designation is used preferentially in this review.    

—Indicates no established designation in this category; ?, unknown; ??, evidence is contested or based on limited date. 

According to their functions, the B7 family members are classified into three 

groups.  

Group I B7 molecules: B7-1/B7-2:CD28/CTLA-4 and ICOS-L:ICOS 

B7-1 and B7-2 are inducibly expressed on APC and other hematopoietic cells. 

B7-1 and B7-2 bind to the same receptors, stimulatory receptor CD28 and 

inhibitory receptor CTLA-4. CD28 is constitutively expressed on resting T-cells, 

and engagement of B7-1 or B7-2 with CD28 provides a vital positive signal, that 

is required for the activation, proliferation and maturation of naïve effector T-
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lymphocytes (Teffs) by inducing production of interleukin-2 (IL-2) and anti-

apoptotic factors [9]. However, CD28 does not affect T-cell activation unless the 

TCR is first engaged by cognate antigen. By contrast, CTLA-4 appears on the 

surface of T-cells only following their activation and binds B7-1 or B7-2 with a 

much higher affinity (50-200 fold higher) compared to CD28 [10]. The interaction 

of CTLA-4 with B7-1 and B7-2 delivers a negative or inhibitory signal to reduce 

T-cell activation [11]. This role of CTLA-4 as a negative regulator was clearly 

shown in CTLA-4-deficient mice, which display polyclonal T-cell activation and 

lymphoproliferative disorder that results in neonatal lethality [12]. In addition to 

regulating the activation of Teff-cells, CTLA-4 plays a critical role in induction of 

peripheral tolerance [13]. In addition, some recent additional publications have 

implicated a major role for CTLA-4 in the downregulation of helper T(Th)-cell 

activity and enhancement of FOXP3+CD4+CD25+ regulatory T-cell (Treg) 

immunosuppressive activity [14, 15]. FOXP3 represses IL-2 transcription and 

upregulates expression of CTLA-4, thus FOXP3+CD4+CD25+ Treg-cells 

constitutively express CTLA-4 [16]. 

ICOS-L is expressed on B-cells, macrophages and DC but can also be detected 

on fibroblasts, epithelial cells and endothelial cells. ICOS-L serves as a ligand 

for ICOS another CD28 family molecule. ICOS is present on activated T-cells 

and B-cells and provides a positive stimulatory effect [17]. ICOS+ T-cells have 

been shown to be involved in transplant rejection [18] as well as autoimmune 

responses [19] [20]. ICOS is thought to play a role in maintaining durable 

immune reactions and is expressed at particularly high levels in germinal center 

T-cells of follicular helper (TFH) cells. Mutations in the human ICOS gene result 

in an attenuated adult-onset common variable immunodeficiency (CVID), likely 

arising from loss of TFH cell function. This disease manifests with a variety of 

autoimmune phenomena as well as cancer and infection susceptibility [21].  

CD28 and ICOS pathways have a synergistic function and deficiencies in both 

pathways led to complete T-cell tolerance in vivo and in vitro [22]. 
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Group II B7 molecules: PD-L1/PD-L2:PD-1 

PD-L1 mRNA is broadly expressed in different mouse and human tissues 

although its constitutive protein distribution is limited to a fraction of 

hematopoietic cells and some parenchymal cells. However, most normal tissue 

cells seem to be able to upregulate PD-L1 in the presence of strong 

inflammatory signals [23-26]. This broad distribution of PD-L1 suggests that it 

may regulate immune responses in both, lymphoid and non-lymphoid organs. 

Moreover, PD-L1 is aberrantly expressed by numerous human tumors, 

indicating that its protein expression is controlled by post-translational 
mechanism. This could be proinflammatory cytokines such as INF-γ or loss of 

tumor-suppressors, including phosphatase and tensin homolog (PTEN) [27]. In 

contrast to PD-L1, PD-L2 protein expression is restricted to DC and 
macrophages and can be upregulated upon activation with INF-γ, granulocyte 

macrophage-colony stimulating factor (GM-CSF) and IL-4 [28]. PD-L1 and PD-

L2 possess both costimulatory and coinhibitory actions on T cells. However, so 

far only the receptor initiating inhibitory functions, PD-1 (CD279), has been 

identified. PD-1 is expressed on activated T-cells, B-cells and monocytes and at 

a low level in natural killer (NK) cells [29]. PD-1 is upregulated after TCR or BCR 

engagement on naïve lymphocytes and persistent antigen stimulation maintains 

high PD-1 expression [30].  

A major role of PD-1:PD-L interactions is to limit the activity of T-cells in 

peripheral tissues at the time of an inflammatory response to infection and to 

limit autoimmunity [31]. This regulation of peripheral tolerance by PD-1 was 

demonstrated in PD-1 deficient mice, which develop autoimmune diseases [32]. 

The PD-1:PD-L interaction inhibits T-lymphocyte proliferation, survival and 

effector functions (cytotoxicity, cytokine release), induces apoptosis of tumor-

specific T cells, promotes the differentiation of CD4+ T-cells into Foxp3+ Treg-

cells, as well as the resistance of tumor cells to CTL attack [33]. 

In addition, the same PD-1:PD-L interaction is responsible for the functional 

impairment of antigen-specific CD8+ T-cell responses during malignant 

transformation and chronic viral infections [34-36]. 
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Group III B7 molecules: B7-H3, B7x and B7-H6 

B7-H3 was identified soon after ICOS. Like other B7 family members, mouse 

B7-H3 mRNA is broadly expressed but protein expression is restricted to 

myeloid DC [37] where it is upregulated by lipopolysaccharides [38]. However, 

protein expression can also be induced in T-cells, NK cells and APC. This broad 

expression pattern suggests more diverse immunological and probably non-

immunological functions of B7-H3, especially in peripheral tissues. Because the 

receptor for mouse and human B7-H3 has not yet been identified, functional 

analyses are currently difficult to perform, and the role of B7-H3 in T-cell 

regulation has still to be defined. Studies with B7-H3-/- mice, or mice treated with 

a B7-H3-blocking antibody exhibited enhanced experimental autoimmune 

encephalomyelitis (EAE), supporting an inhibitory function for B7-H3 [39]. In 

addition, experimental evidence implies that B7-H3 is involved in the regulation 

of cell growth and differentiation of non-hematopoietic tissues [40]. 

B7x mRNA expression occurs in peripheral tissues and in most activated 

hematopoietic and stromal cells, but protein expression is absent in most 

somatic tissues and only detected in epithelial cells of kidney, lung and 

pancreas. Like B7-H3, B7x engages a yet unidentified receptor on activated T-

cells. B and T-lymphocyte attenuator (BTLA) was proposed as possible 

interaction partner of B7x, but subsequent investigations failed to confirm this 

interaction. However, functional studies show that B7x potently inhibits T-cell 

proliferation and IL-2 production and renders tumor cells refractory to apoptosis 

[41, 42]. 

B7-H6 is a PD-L1/B7-H3 homologue that specifically binds the CTLA-4-

homologous NK-effector molecule NKp30. Unlike other B7 family members, B7-

H6 is not expressed in any normal tissue even after activation, but is expressed 

in a variety of primary tumors and cell lines [43]. 
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Figure 2. Expression 
of selected antigens 
expressed on the 
surface of APC and 
their co-stimulatory or 
co-inhibitory ligands 
on the surface of T 
cells. Modified from 

Podojil and Miller, 

2013. [44] 
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1.1.3 Butyrophilin and Skint protein family 

Structurally closely related to the B7 proteins is the butyrophilin (BTN) protein 

family. Murine BTN, in addition, display about 30% sequence identity with the 
B7S3/SKINT gene family, which mediate γδ T-cell differentiation [45]. Same as 

the B7 proteins, BTN and SKINT proteins are type 1 transmembrane 

glycoproteins belonging to the immunoglobulin (Ig) superfamily. BTN and BTN-

like (BTNL) proteins are characterized by the presence of extracellular Ig-like 

domains (IgV and/or IgC), followed by a transmembrane domain and for most of 

the family members, a cytoplasmic B30.2 domain [46]. Similar to B7 proteins, 

BTN and SKINT proteins have been described with potential importance in 

cancer immune surveillance and immune modulation. The most extensively 

studied gene is the BTN family funding member BTN1A1. BTN1A1 expression 

has been reported to be critical in the secretion of milk lipid droplets during 

lactation, a function that has been attributed to its cytoplasmic B30.2 domain 

[47, 48]. In addition, for some BTN and BTNL an involvement in T-cell regulation 

has been shown [49-52]. 

At present, little is known about the identity of the putative inhibitory receptor for 

the BTN proteins on T-cells. The receptor is unlikely to be any of the known 

inhibitory receptors on T-cells, namely CTLA-4, PD-1 or BTLA, all attempts to 

establish binding of Btn-Fc and Btnl-Fc to known receptors has been 

unsuccessful. So far, only human BTN2A1 has been shown to bind to DC-

specific intercellular adhesion molecule-3-grabbing non-integrin (DC-SIGN), the 

C-type lectin molecule, a know entry receptor of the HIV virus in DC [53]. 

Notably, in many cases, binding was observed to activated but not unactivated 

T-cells, suggesting that BTN and BTNL proteins might engage T-cells that have 

already been activated, similar to the activity of CTLA-4 [54]. 
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1.1.4 Evolution of the butyrophilin-locus 

To date, 13 genes have been identified as BTN and BTNL genes in humans. 

The seven human BTN genes are all clustered on chromosome 6, in the MHC 

class I region, and are grouped into three classes that form phylogenetically 

associated groups: the single copy BTN1 (BTN1A1) gene and the BTN2 and 

BTN3 genes, which have undergone tandem duplication resulting in three 

copies of each type of gene, namely BTN2A1, BTN2A2 and BTN2A3; and 

BTN3A1, BTN3A2 and BTN3A3. In the mouse genome there are only two single 

gene copies, Btnl1a1 and Btn2a2, which are orthologs of the human BTN1A1 

and BTN2A2 genes, respectively. No ortholog for the human BTN3 genes exists 

in mice. In addition to the BTN genes, the human genome contains a separate 

family of four BTNL genes: BTNL2, BTNL3, BTNL8, BTNL9, and the BTN-

similar genes erythroblast membrane-associated protein (ERMAP) and myelin 

oligodendrocyte glycoprotein (MOG) [46]. he BTNL genes share considerable 

homology to the BTN-family members and like the BTN have similarly diverged 

significantly across species. BTNL2, the best-characterized family member, is 

clustered with the BTN genes on chromosome 6, whereas the much less 

explored family members BTNL3, BTNL8 and BTNL9 are localized on 

chromosome 5. In the mouse genome nine Btn-similar genes are described. 

Four of them, Btnl2, Btnl9, Ermap and Mog, are orthologs to human BTNL 

genes. The other five genes, Btnl1, Btnl4, Btnl5, Btnl6 and Btnl7, have only 

been described in mouse. Note that Btnl5 and Btnl7 are predicted to be 

pseudogenes. The two Btn genes, Btn1a1 and Btn2a2 are localized on 

chromosome 13, whereas six Btnl genes are located in the MHC class II locus 

on chromosome 17, and Btnl9 is found on chromosome 11. In addition a 

butyrophilin related (BUR1) pseudogene was found in human and mouse. 

However, no expression data regarding transcripts and protein exist for this 

group [55]. 

As illustrated in Figure 2, not all 14 BTN groups are conserved between 

species. Some groups have been duplicated in certain species, and other lost in 

other linages. In addition, some proteins have lost one of the three domains 
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(IgV, IgC and B30.2). All these events led to different BTN repertoires between 

species. 

 
Figure 3. Phylogenetic relationships between members of the butyrophilin family in 

mammals. BTN, butyrophilin; BTNL, butryophilin-like; BUTR1, butyrophilin related 1; MOG, 

myelin oligodenrocyte glycoprotein; ERMAP, erythroid membrane-associated protein; Skint, 

selection and upkeep of intraepithelial T-cells. Adapted from Afrache et al., 2012 [55]. 
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1.1.5 Butyrophilins and immune function 

The BTN/BTNL gene family exhibits several criteria of putative immune 

regulators. They are conserved in mice and humans, they share strong 

structural homologies with the B7 family, and several members are encoded 

within the MHC-locus. Indeed, like the B7 protein family, several murine and 

human BTN and BTNL family members have been shown to be immunologically 

active by controlling T-cell response [56]. However, while the B7 family of 

ligands and their receptors can regulate T-cell response either through their 

positive (e.g. B7.1, B7.2, ICOS-L) or negative (e.g. PD-L1, PD-L2, B7-H3, B7x) 

co-stimulatory molecules, BTNs so far almost exclusively have been found to 

act through co-inhibition [49, 50, 57, 58].  

The first family member described to have co-stimulatory immune-function on 

the basis of B7 proteins, was murine BTNL2. Two groups demonstrated 

independently of each other in functional assays, that soluble BTNL2–FC fusion 

proteins inhibit proliferation and cytokine secretion of peripheral CD4+ T-cells 

from the spleen, mesenteric lymph node, and Peyerʼs patch in vitro. 

Furthermore, Btnl2 is overexpressed in the inflamed intestine of the Mdr1a 

knockout mouse model of spontaneous colitis, suggesting a role for Btnl2 as a 

negative co-stimulatory molecule with implications for inflammatory disease and 

mucosal immunity in mice. However BTNL2 function on B-cells is unknown, it 

does not influence proliferation of B-cells that undergo activation through either 

LPS or the combination of anti-IgM and anti-CD40 [49]. 

Based on an analogous experimental design as for BTNL2, murine BTN1A1-FC 

and BTN2A2-FC fusion proteins were also shown to inhibit CD4+ and CD8+ T-

cell activation in vitro [54], which could be reversed by an excess of co-

stimulatory anti-CD8 antibodies. This mimics the actions of B7.1 and B7.2 

molecules, suggesting that BTN work in a similar way.  

Inhibitory effects on T-cells have also been reported for another murine BTNL 

molecule, BTNL1. Activated T-cells in the presence of recombinant Btnl1 have 

been shown to inhibit CD8+ T-cell proliferation by arresting cell-cycle 

progression [51]. Recently, BTNL1 has been found to regulate interactions with 
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intraepithelial γδ T-lymphocytes (IEL) [52] in the murine small intestine by 

suppressing proinflammatory mediators of the NFκB pathway, such as IL-6 and 

IL-15, and chemokines, such as chemokine CXC ligand 1 (CXCL1) and C-C 

motif ligand 4 (CCL4). In humans, the first BTN molecules found to engage 

receptors on T-cells and to inhibit T-cell activation were BTN1A1 and BTN2A2 

in vitro [54]. 

Inhibitory actions on T-cells also have been reported for BTNL2. In addition, 

polymorphisms in BTNL2 have been linked to a growing number of 

inflammatory diseases, all of them are characterized by an inappropriate T-cell 

activation e.g. sarcoidosis, ulcerative colitis, rheumatoid arthritis, spontaneous 

inclusion body myositis, systemic lupus erythematosus, type I diabetes, 

tuberculoid leprosy, and antigen-specific IgE responsiveness [59-65]. 

A very complex role in immune-regulation has been proposed for BTN3. It 

seems to be specific to cell-type and isoforms. Peripheral T-cell cultures, 

stimulated by CD3, show a reduction in proliferation and cytokine secretion after 

addition of an activating anti-BTN3A3 antibody [66]. In line, T-cells that interact 

with BTN3A3 on the surface of artificial APC show less expansion and produce 

less Th1-associated cytokines [67]. In contrary, BTN3A2 engagement enhanced 

TCR-induced signalling, cytokine production and proliferation of CD4+ T-cells in 

vitro [68]. At last, another study reported that application of BTN3A1 antibody 
promotes a strong stimulation of phosphoagonists (PAg) activated Vγ9Vδ2 T-

cells [69]. This induction could be inhibited by removing the B30.2 intracellular 
domain of BTN3A1, suggesting a direct role of the B30.2 domain in Vγ9Vδ2 

stimulation [70].  
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1.1.6 B7 proteins and cancer 

The immune system and cancer are interrelated at a very fundamental level. 

Both the innate and adaptive immune systems play a role in the prevention or 

promotion of tumorigenesis [71].  

Cancer cells express tumor-specific aberrant antigens that differentiate them 

from normal cells, and must therefore evade immune surveillance to survive, 

either by inducing immunosupression or by deriving survival signals from tumor-

infiltrating immune cells. Members of the B7 superfamily are involved in these 

processes, since the level of activation of the anti-tumor immune response 

depends on the balance between co-stimulatory and co-inhibitory signals [11]. 

In contrast to B7-1 and B7-2, whose expression is limited to lymphoid organs, 

many B7-H and BTN molecules can be expressed in non-lymphoid organs as 

well as on tumors cells in various cancers, where they are thought to contribute 

to tumor immune evasion [5]. 

Many of the B7-H family members are exploited by tumor cells to escape and 

suppress host immunity since the co-stimulatory pathways present elegant 

strategies to modulate T-cell response in autoimmune diseases and cancer. In 

addition, some co-inhibitory molecules are expressed on immune cell 

populations and may contribute to the escape of tumors to T-cell response by 

forming a shield for them. There expression on tumor cells provides a basis for 

an interaction between tumor cells and the host immune system [72]. 
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Figure 5. Expression of B7 family members and their receptors have complex 

interactions with the tumor immune environment. Treg indicates T-regulatory cells; Teff, T-

effector cells; ????, limited evidence base for mechanism; Ag, antigen presented in MHC 

complex; MHC, major histocompatibility complex; and TCR, T-cell receptor complex. From 

Greaves and Gribben, 2013 [8]. 
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1.1.7 B7 proteins in hematological malignancies 

B7-1/B7-2:CTLA-4 

In contrast to solid tumors, B7-1 and B7-2 are expressed innately in many 

hematologic malignancies. After in vitro activation, follicular lymphoma (FL) cells 

upregulate B7-1 and B7-2 and, thereby, increase APC activity and augment 

primed T-cell response. In addition, high level of B7-1 and B7-2 are expressed 

on malignant Hodgkin Reed Sternberg (HRS) cells of classic Hodgkin 

lymphoma (CHL). However, expression of B7-1 and B7-2 is low in CLL and ALL 

[8]. Moreover, Ipilimumab has recently been approved by the Food and Drug 

Administration (FDA) as the first B7 pathway-targeting agent, anti-CTLA-4 

monoclonal antibody for the treatment of metastatic melanoma [73].  

PD-L1/PD-L2:PD-1 

The PD-L1/PD-L2:PD-1 axis has been shown to contribute to failed antitumor 

immunity and upregulation of these molecules is associated with a poorer 

outcome in many hematologic malignancies including CLL and FL [74]. Long-

lived residual leukemia cells isolated after treatment of murine ALL, were found 

to upregulate PD-L1, suggesting an involvement in leukemia persistence and 

relapse. PD-L1 is expressed at high level on a variety of hematopoietic 

malignancies such as acute myeloid leukemia, Hodgkin lymphoma, and 

myelodysplastic syndromes [75-77] Different PD-L1 antibodies (BMS-936558, 

Bristol-Myers Squibb; BMS-936559, Bristol-Myers Squibb; MPDL3280A) have 

been used in clinical trials blocking the PD-L1:PD-1 pathway on several types of 

solid cancer as e.g. NSCLC, lung, renal, melanoma, colon and castration 

resistant prostate cancer. In addition, promising results come from a phase I 

study of the anti-PD monoclonal antibody in advanced hematologic 

malignancies. Similar as PD-L1, high levels of PD-L2 expression have been 

described in cells of hematologic diseases, as acute myeloid leukemia and 

mantle cell lymphoma. 
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ICOS-L:ICOS 

ICOS-L is widely heterogeneous expressed in myeloma and ALL. The ICOS-

L:ICOS axis is thought to play an indirect role in enhancement of tumor 

immunity. ICOS is inducible on NK-cells showing cytotoxicity against ICOS-L-

transfected murine leukemia cells and an optimal immunostimulatory therapy 

using CTLA-4 monoclonal antibody is thought to depend on an intact 

ICOS/ICOS-L pathway [78].  

 

Figure 4. T-cell activation in the presence of CTLA4-Ig. From Podojil and Miller, 2013. [44] 
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1.2 Hematopoietic malignancies 

Hematologic malignancies comprise a diverse group of disorders that affect the 

blood, bone marrow, and lymphatic system. As the three are intimately 

connected through the immune system, a disease affecting one of them will 

often affect the others as well.  

In 2012, hematologic malignancies represented the fifth most commonly 

diagnosed cancers worldwide and the second leading cause of cancer death 

http://globocan.iarc.fr. In contrast to solid cancers, chromosomal 

translocations are a main cause of these diseases [79]. Hematological 

malignancies may derive from either of the two major blood cell lineages: 

myeloid and lymphoid cell lines.  

Acute and chronic myelogenous leukemia, myelodysplastic syndrome and 

myeloproliferative disease are myeloid in origin and develop in granulocytes, 

erythrocytes, thrombocytes, macrophages and mast cells. In contrast, the 

lymphoid cell line produces B, T, NK and plasma cells and rearrangements in 

these cells lead to lymphoma, lymphocytic leukemia (acute and chronic) and 

multiple myeloma. However, hematological neoplasms have been historically 

most commonly divided by whether the malignancy is mainly located in the 

blood (leukemia) or in lymph nodes (lymphomas).  
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1.2.1 Leukemia  

Leukemia (gr. λευκος-white and αιμα-blood) is a malignant disease that starts 

in blood-forming tissues such as the bone marrow.  

The two main types of leukemia are lymphocytic leukemia, which involves an 

increase of white blood cells called lymphocytes; and myelogenous leukemia 

(also known as myeloid or myelocytic leukemia), which involves an increase in 

the number of granulocytes. In addition, different types of leukemia can be 

distinguished according to the clinical course of the disease in acute and 

chronic and depending on the maturation stage and origin of the cells. Acute 

leukemias have a rapid progression with a deadly outcome in weeks to month if 

untreated, whereas chronic leukemias have a less rapid clinical course (years) 

and predominantly occur in adults. Acute leukemias are thought to depend 

mainly on excessive proliferative signals, whereas the defect in cells of the 

chronic leukemia type mainly lies in apoptotic pathways.  

In this line the clinical courses of both types vary, with rapid proliferating tumor 

cells (acute), opposed to slowly accumulating tumor cells (chronic) [80]. 

Therefore, the four main forms of leukemia that can be distinguished are: ALL, 

acute lymphoid leukemia; AML, acute myeloid leukemia; CLL, chronic lymphoid 

leukemia; CML, chronic myeloid leukemia; 

 

Table 2. The four main leukemia category 

Cell type Acute Chronic 

Lymphoblastic or 
Lymphocytic Leukemia 

Acute Lymphoblastic 
Leukemia (ALL) 

Chronic Lymphoblastic 
Leukemia (CLL) 

Myeloid or Myelogenous 
Leukemia 

Acute Myeloid Leukemia 
(AML) 

Chronic Myeloid Leukemia 
(CML) 

The pathobiology of leukemia is not clear but in general it is thought to be a 

somatic genetic disorder of hematopoiesis in which one immune cell changes 

genetically and gives rise to a cell population with indefinite self-renewal 
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capacity, abnormal proliferation and differentiation, and a growth advantage 

over normal hematopoiesis. The exact mechanisms of tumorigenesis are 

unknown but it is thought to be a multistep process [81]. Each step leads 

ultimately to a general loss of responsiveness to signals that promote growth 

arrest, differentiation, or cell death. Common genetic alterations in tumors and 

leukemias are chromosomal translocations leading to the fusion of two 

unrelated genes and possible expression of a novel transforming fusion protein 

or deregulation of gene expression [82, 83].  
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1.2.2 Acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) 

Acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) encompasses a group of malignant 

diseases of the bone marrow in which early B linage and T linage lymphoid 

precursors continuously multiply, replace the normal hematopoietic cell 

population and infiltrate other organs.  

With representing nearly one third of all pediatric cancers, ALL is the most 

common malignancy diagnosed in children. Ninety percent of these childhood 

ALL cases involve the B cell lineage. There is a slight male predominance in all 

age groups and a significant excess incidence among white children. The five-

years event-free survival rates for ALL now range between 76% and 86% in 

children receiving protocol-based therapy in developed countries [84].  

The cause of most ALL is not known, however a variety of genetic and 

environmental factors have been related to ALL. It occurs with increased 

frequency in patients with Down syndrome, Fanconi anemia, Bloom syndrome, 

neurofibromatosis type 1, severe combined immunodeficiency, and ataxia-

telangiectasia. In addition, exposure in utero to ionizing radiation, pesticides and 

solvents has also been related to an increased risk for childhood leukemia [85]. 

Common features of leukemic cells are an increased resistance to cell death 

and growth inhibitory signals, as well as and augmented self-renewal capability 

and proliferative capacity. 
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1.2.3 Pathophysiology of acute lymphoblastic leukemia 

Normal lymphoid cell populations undergo several clonal rearrangements of 

their IG or T-cell receptor (TCR) genes.  

Cells that successfully complete these genetic changes undergo a process of 

proliferation that results in the production of normal B and T cell populations. In 

ALL cells the normal lymphopoietic differentiation is disrupted, resulting in the 

generation of an excess of immature, non-functional lymphocytes, referred to as 

leukemic blasts. Uncontrolled clonal expansion of these transformed cells in the 

bone marrow perturbs normal hematopoieses, hindering production of functional 

blood cells and resulting in bone marrow failure.  

Furthermore, this is accompanied by egress of the leukemic blasts from the 

bone marrow into the peripheral blood, frequently resulting in a potentially life-

threatening high white blood cell count (WBC). Concomitantly, these blasts can 

also infiltrate extramedullary tissues such as, e.g., liver, spleen, lymph nodes 

and the central nervous system (CNS).  

In ALL, this pattern emerges quickly; at first, patients suffering from ALL display 

diffuse symptoms of general unwellness, decreased fitness, bruising, anemia, 

fever and high susceptibility to infections, which all can be directly linked to the 

disrupted blood cell generation in the bone marrow. In addition, infiltration and 

accumulation of the blasts in extramedullary organs results in painful 

enlargements, which may compromise normal organ function; hepatomegaly 

and splenomegaly are often present at diagnosis [86]. 
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Figure 6. Genetic pathogenesis of B-ALL at diagnosis and relapse. From Mullighan, 2013. 

[87] 
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1.2.4 Classification of acute lymphoblastic leukemia 

ALL is a disease of highly heterogeneous presentation; as a result, ALL can be 

subdivided according to several criteria.  

Age: The most commonly used system is the age at presentation, which defines 

the disease as infant (<12 months), pediatric (1–18 years) and adult ALL (>18 

years). However, there is a stage concerning late adolescent and young adult 

ALL patients (15–25 years), where classification and treatment often occurs 

according to the patient referral to either a pediatric or an adult oncologist; some 

clinical studies define childhood ALL and concomitant eligibility for a trial until 

age of 25. 

Immunophenotype: According to the hematopoietic cell linage of the blasts, the 

two main categories are T-cell precursor (TCP) and B cell precursor (BCP) ALL; 

characterized by T-cell linage (CD3) and B linage CD markers (CD19, CyCD79), 

respectively. Much rarer is a biphenotypic acute leukemia (BAL), where 

lymphoid and myeloid or B- and T-cell markers are co-expressed.  

Karyotype/cytogenetic subtype: In contrast to solid tumors, genomic 

rearrangements are a hallmark of leukemia. Structural abnormalities are 

recurring inter- and intra-chromosomal rearrangements between specific loci, 

resulting in derivative chromosomes, frequently coding for fusion oncogenes. 

Other structural lesions apart from rearrangements can be partial loss of 

specific chromosomes, for instance deletion of the p or q arm [del(p)/del(q)]. 

Both numerical and structural genetic lesions represent the cytogenetic subtype 

of the disease and define clinical entities with specific underlying pathobiologies; 

some are predictors of outcome, and as such, the cytogenetic phenotype is 

used for therapy stratification of ALL patients. 

Morphology: Historically, ALL blasts have been categorized according to 

morphologic parameters, proposed by the French-American-British (FAB) -

classification system. Cell size, nucleus to cytoplasm (N/C) ratio, appearance of 

nucleoli and the shape of the nuclear membrane are assessed and assigned a 

specific value; the final sum determining the cytomorphological classification of 
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the blasts. 

 

Table 3. FAB classification of ALLs 

Type Morphology 

L1 - ALL Small, uniform blasts with high N/C ratio, undefined nucleolus and smooth 
nuclear membrane. 

L2 - ALL Large, varied blasts with varying N/C ratio, distinct multiple nucleoli and 
irregular nuclear shape. 

L3 - ALL Large, varied blasts with low N/C ratio, vacuolated cytoplasm as well 
as distinct nucleoli. 

 

However, the recent WHO proposed classification of ALL recommends that the 

FAB classification be abandoned, since the morphological classification has no 

clinical or prognostic relevance. It instead advocated the use of the 

immunophenotypic classification mentioned below. 

1. Acute lymphoblastic leukemia; Synonyms: Former Fab L1/L2 

i. Precursor B acute lymphoblastic leukemia. Cytogenetic subtypes: 
• t(12;21)(p12,q22) TEL/AML-1  

• t(1;19)(q23;p13) PBX/E2A  

• t(9;22)(q34;q11) ABL/BCR  

• T(V,11)(V;q23) V/MLL  

ii. Precursor T acute lymphoblastic leukemia/lymphoma 
2. Burkitt's leukemia; Synonyms: Former FAB L3 

3. Biphenotypic acute leukemia 
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1.2.5 Genetics of acute lymphoblastic leukemia 

ALL is a highly heterogeneous disease that includes many subtypes defined by 

recurring chromosomal alterations that are important events in leukemogenesis 

and are widely used in diagnosis therapy and prognosis.  

One of the more common chromosomal abnormalities in ALL include the 

t(12;21)(p12;q22) translocation which lead to the TEL-AML1 fusion gene, which 

can be found in 25% of cases of pre-B ALL. The presence of this translocation 

carries a more favorable prognosis.  

Moreover, the BCR-ABL t(9;22)(q34;q11) translocation is found in only about 

3% to 5% of cases of childhood ALL. The presence of this translocation is 

associated with a high WBC count at diagnosis and a poor response to therapy 

[87].  

Another major cytogenetic subgroup is marked by rearrangements involving the 

gene locus 11q23, which encodes the MLL (Mixed Lineage Leukemia) gene, 

occurring in approximately 2-8% of pre-B ALL cases. However, rearrangements 

of the MLL gene are found in over 70% of ALL cases in infants. MLL normally 

functions as a transcription regulator of the HOX genes and is essential for 

normal mammalian development and hematopoiesis. Unfortunately, young 

children with this genetic abnormality have a very poor prognosis and a survival 

of less than 20% despite intensive therapy. Children, with MLL gene 

rearrangements, less than 1 year of age at diagnosis were found to have better 

prognoses than those of infants with the same translocation, but far worse than 

age-matched patients without rearrangements of the MLL gene [88].  
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Table 4. Correlation of prognosis with genomic rearrangements in ALL 

 Cytogenetic change Risk category 

Philadelphia chromosome Poor prognosis 

t(4;11)(q21;q23) MLL-AF4 Poor prognosis 

t(8;14)(q24.1;q32) IGH@-MYC Poor prognosis 

Complex karyotype (more than four abnormalities) Poor prognosis 

Low hypodiploidy or near triploidy Poor prognosis 

High hyperdiploidy (specifically, trisomy 4, 10, 17) Good prognosis 

del(9p) Good prognosis 
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1.2.6 Treatment of acute lymphoblastic leukemia 

Treatment for ALL can include chemotherapy, steroids, radiation therapy and 

growth factors.  

Classical protocols used to treat ALL are made up of distinct phases comprising 

multiple chemotherapeutic agents, with a total duration of two years. Treatment 

begins with a three- or four-drug induction phase, with the aim of killing all 

leukemic cells within the first 4–5 weeks. Remission induction regimens usually 

include a synthetic glucocorticoid (prednisone or dexamethasone), vincristine, 

asparaginase and daunorbicin. This is followed by phases of 

consolidation/intensification, re-induction and then maintenance with a total of 

up to 11 different agents, which aims to eliminate residual leukemic blasts and 

effect cure. In particular, the introduction of an intensive re-induction phase has 

significantly improved survival rates.  

Despite these figures, nearly 20% of children with ALL will relapse, and survival 

after relapse is poor, particularly in high-risk patients [89]. 
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1.3 Glucocorticoids 

Glucocorticoids (GC) are a class of steroid hormones secreted by the adrenal 

glands that exert a wide range of anti-inflammatory and immune-suppressive 

activities.  

Therefore, numerous high-affinity synthetic GC such as prednisone (Pred) and 

dexamethasone (Dex) are commonly used in the treatment of inflammatory and 

autoimmune diseases. However, prolonged use of these compounds is 

complicated by numerous deleterious side effects such as hypertension, 

osteoporosis, psychosis Cushingʼs syndrome and leucopenia [90].  

In addition, the ability of GCs to induce cell cycle arrest and apoptosis in 

lymphoid cells has led to their inclusion in chemotherapy protocols for many 

hematological malignancies [91-93]. However, development of GC resistance 

still is one of the main problems in the treatment of lymphoid malignancies. 
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1.3.1 Glucocorticoid receptor and function 

The effects of GC are mediated by the ubiquitously expressed glucocorticoid 

receptor (GR) also known as NR3C1 (nuclear receptor subfamily 3, group C, 

member 1) a member of the type I nuclear hormone receptor super family of 

ligand-activated transcription factors. 

The human GR gene encodes nine exons and is located on chromosome 

5q31.3. Alternative splicing of exon nine of the GR gene generates two highly 

homologous receptor isoforms (α and ß). They are identical through amino acid 

727 but then diverge, with GRα having an additional 50 amino acids and GRß 

having an additional, non-homologous 15 amino acids.  

Full-length GRα is the predominantly expressed form in human tissues. As all 

members of the nuclear hormone receptor super family, both GR isoforms 

consists of three distinct structural and functional domains. The N-terminal 

region domain (NTD) contains a ligand independent transactivation domain, 

termed activation function (AF)-1. The central DNA binding domain (DBD) 

consists of two highly conserved zinc finger motifs and is essential for binding to 

GC response element (GRE) sequences of regulated genes. The first zinc finger 
motif is necessary for binding to nuclear factor (NF)-κB and AP-1 transcription 

factor and for the transrepression function of the GR. The second zinc finger 

domain is involved in receptor dimerization and transactivation via GRE-binding 

in the promoter region of many target genes. The region between the two zinc 

fingers contains a nuclear export signal (NES). In addition, a hinge region 

adjacent to the DBD houses a nuclear localization sequence (NLS). The C-

terminal region contains a ligand-binding domain (LBD), which plays a crucial 

role in the ligand binding and cofactor binding activity of the GR. The LBD also 

contains another weak transactivation domain, AF-2. The activity of AF-2 is 

ligand-dependent [94]. 
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Figure 7. Genomic and functional structure of the glucocorticoid receptor. Exon regions 
are indicated by grey boxes, isoforms indicated by different colors (McMaster and Ray, 2005). 
 

In the absence of its ligand, GR associates with a heat shock protein (HSP) 

complex in the cytoplasm. Upon ligand binding, the receptor undergoes a 

conformational change, dissociates from the complex and subsequently 

translocates to the nucleus where it activates or represses the transcription of 

GC-responsive genes [95] . The induction of genes by GR is mediated via GR 

interaction with conserved GREs, whereas gene repression occurs through 

negative GREs (nGREs), protein-protein interaction with other transcription 

factors, competition for co-activators and other mechanisms. After modulating 

the transcription of its responsive genes, GR dissociates from the ligand and 

slowly returns to the cytoplasm as a component of heterocomplexes with HSP 

[96]. 
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Figure 8. Activation of GR. GR, glucocorticoid receptor; GRE, glucocorticoid response 

element; From Baschant and Tuckermann, 2010 [97]. 

 

Due to the broad distribution of GC and their cognate receptors, GC signaling 

controls a wide range of physiological actions on mammalian cells and entire 

organism. For example in the liver and adipose tissue, GC positively regulate 

metabolism through the stimulation of gluconogenesis and lipolysis, respectively 

[98].  

In contrast, in the immune compartment, GCs act largely inhibitory, causing 

immune suppression and the inhibition of inflammation via repression of pro-

inflammatory cytokines. Moreover, in a number of systems, including acute 

lymphoblastic lymphoma (ALL), GC induce apoptosis and cell cycle arrest. This 

broad bioavailability and diverse physiological effects have made synthetic GCs 

one of the most frequently prescribed drugs worldwide [99]. 
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1.3.2 Glucocorticoid-induced apoptosis 

The mechanism behind GC-induced apoptosis is not fully understood and 

seems to vary depending on cell type.  

However, traditionally, GC-induced apoptosis is divided into three stages: 1) 

initiation stage, which involves GR activation and GR-mediated gene regulation; 

2) decision stage, which engages the prosurvival and proapoptotic factors at the 

mitochondrial level; and 3) execution stage, which implicates caspases and 

endonuclease activation. 

1) GC-induced apoptosis is initiated by, and strictly dependent upon, the 

interaction of GC with its receptor, the GR. A critical determinant to induce 

apoptosis via GR is its expression-level as evidenced by work in transgenic 

mice with increased and decreased GR expression [100, 101]. In addition, a 

phenomenon known as GR autoinduction, the ability of cells to up-regulate the 

GR in response to GC exposure, is required for GC-induced apoptosis [102, 

103]. There is evidence that GC-induced apoptosis depends on initiation of 

transactivation but not transrepression by the GR. So does GC-induced 

apoptosis of lymphocytes not progress in the presence of actinomycin D and 

cycloheximidine, indicating a requirement for de novo transcription and 

translation in the execution of the apoptotic cascade [104]. Studies using 

thymocytes from genetically modified mice, expressing point mutations in GR to 

repress transactivation, and human acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) cell 

lines with mutated GR further support this observation by showing a failure to 

undergo GC-induced apoptosis [105]. 

2) There are several indications that GCs can act on the extrinsic (extracellular 

inducers) pathway. In addition, there is considerable evidence that GC-induced 

apoptosis proceeds through the intrinsic (intracellular inducers) pathway. So 

exhibit thymocytes from caspase-9 deficient mice reduced sensitivity to GC-

induced apoptosis [106]. In addition, it has been shown that Dex induces a loss 

of mitochondrial membrane potential in thymocytes and T-cell hybridoma cells 

[107]. 
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3) The GC-induced apoptosis pathway culminates in the activation of a class of 

proteins known as caspases. Caspases are a family of proteases that cleave 

substrates at asparate residues [108], a signaling pathway referred to as the 

ʻcaspase cascadeʼ. Studies using a broad spectrum of caspase inhibitors found 

that GC-induced apoptosis requires caspase activation [109]. 
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1.3.3 Regulation of glucocorticoid sensitive genes 

It is widely accepted that GC-induced apoptosis results from alterations in gene 

expression. However, up to this date only a few genes have been shown to 

directly be involved in GC-induced apoptosis. Most notably, GC can activate cell 

death through induction of pro-apoptotic members of the BH3-only subgroup of 

the BCL-2 family, such as BIM, BID and BAD and/or repression of anti-apoptotic 

members, such as BCL-2, BCL-XL and MCL-1 [110]. 

The expression of Bim is induced by GC treatment in murine lymphoma cell 

lines, mouse primary thymocytes, human leukemic cell lines and human primary 

chronic lymphoblastic leukemia (CLL) and acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) 

samples. Isolated thymocytes from Bim knock-out mice exhibit a significantly 

decreased sensitivity to GC-induced apoptosis [111] making BIM one of the 

key-players in GC-induced apoptosis. Since Bim does not harbor a GRE in its 

promoter-region it is assumed that its activation by GR is indirect. Recent 

studies found that the activity of the serine/threonine kinase GSK3 mediates 

GC-induced apoptosis by up-regulating Bim expression [112]. The induction and 

activation of Bim leads to activation of the downstream apoptotic mediators BAX 

and BAK. Upon activation, BAX and BAK mediate the destabilization of the 

mitochondrial membrane potential, a hallmark of the intrinsic mitochondrial 

apoptosis pathway [113]. 

In addition to Bim, GCs rapidly transactivate glucocorticoid-induced leucine 

zipper (GILZ) in several systems. GILZ presents three GREs in its promoter-

region, therefore GC-induction of GILZ expression is direct and strong [114]. 

Isolated primary thymocytes of GILZ-deficient mice were resistant to TCR-

induced apoptosis. However, they exhibited augmented GC-induced apoptosis 

due to reduced expression of the anti-apoptotic BCL-2 family member BCL-XL, 

as well as increased activation of caspases 9, 8 and 3 [115].  GILZ also 

mediated GC-induced cell cycle arrest through inhibition of the proliferative RAS 

and RAF oncogenes [116]. 

Another gene being found upregulated by GCs in murine lymphoma cell lines is 

the stress gene dexamethasone-induced gene 2 (Dig2). Interestingly, other than 
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BIM and GILZ, DIG2 overexpression reduced the sensitivity of these cells to 

GC-induced apoptosis, suggesting a pro-survival function for this gene [117] 

T-cell death-associated gene (TDAG8) is rapidly induced by GCs in thymocytes. 

Thymocytes from TDAG8 knock-out mice exhibited increased activation of 

caspases 3, 8 and 9 following GC exposure [118]. Moreover, GC exposure 

represses the pro-survival oncogene c-MYC in human CEM cells [117]. 
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1.3.4 Resistance to glucocorticoid therapy 

A main problem of GC chemotherapy is the sudden emergence of GC-resistant 

clonal populations during GC therapy, GC resistance during relapse and the 

existence of inherently resistant malignancies.  

Resistance can occur on the level of the entire organism, as in primary cortisol 

resistance, or affect the descendants of a particular cell clone, as in ALL. 

Patients with relapsed ALL exhibit a significantly increased resistance to GC 

therapy [119] GC resistance in these cancers is associated with a poor 

prognosis [120]. 

A large number of possible molecular mechanism for GC resistance can be 

envisaged acting either ʻupstreamʼ, at the level of the GR, or ʻdownstreamʼ, at 

the level of the GC-regulated genes, in the GC-triggered signaling pathway. 

Therefore, a more comprehensive understanding of the factors governing GC 

resistance in hematomalignancies may improve the efficacy of GC therapy. 

Furthermore, leukemias of the myelogenous linage are often innately resistant 

to GC therapy [121].  
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The main objective of this thesis is to functionally characterize the human BTNL 

gene cluster and to and evaluate possible implications in disease. 

 

The detailed objectives are: 

 To investigate the BTNL gene cluster at human chromosome 5q35.3 in a 

population-genetic analysis (Results I). 

 To identify functional consequences of the BTNL8-BTNL3 deletion copy 

number variant (Results I). 

 To elucidate biological functions of the characterized BTNL genes, which 

could provide an insight in human biology (Results II). 
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This PhD thesis is based on the following original scientific communications: 

 

I. Aigner J, Villatoro S, Rabionet R, Roquer J, Jiménez-Conde J, Martí E 

and Estivill X (2013). “A common 56-kilobase deletion in a primate-

specific segmental duplication creates a novel butyrophilin-like 

protein”. BMC genetics. 14:61. 

 

II. Aigner J, Martí E and Estivill X (2013). “Butyrophilin-9 (BTNL9), a novel 

glucocorticoid sensitive gene promotes resistance in MLL-AF4 

rearranged acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL)”. Manuscript 

submitted. 





 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

RESULTS I: 
 

“A common 56-kilobase deletion in a primate-
specific segmental duplication creates a novel 

butyrophilin-like protein” 

Aigner J, Villatoro S, Rabionet R, Roquer J, Jiménez-Conde J, Martí E and Estivill 

X. A common 56-kilobase deletion in a primate-specific segmental duplication 

creates a novel butyrophilin-like protein. BMC genetics. 2013;14:61. 
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Abstract 

Resistance to glucocorticoids (GC) remains an enormous problem in the 

treatment of acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL), especially in ALL cases of 

mixed-lineage leukemia (MLL) gene rearrangements GC resistance is 

associated with a poor clinical outcome. Understanding the process that leads 

to GC resistance remains an important step to improve prognosis of this type of 

ALL. Here we report the identification of a novel GC-induced gene, BTNL9, 

which is upregulated following dexamethasone treatment, through a mechanism 

directly dependent on the glucocorticoid receptor. 

High BTNL9 expression-levels recently have been associated with high-risk of 

bad clinical outcome in ALL infants with chromosomal translocations t(4;11), 

involving MLL and AF4. Here we show, that BTNL9 mediated GC-resistance in 

MLL-AF4 rearranged ALL cell lines, and that downregulation of BTNL9 led to an 

increase in GC sensitization. In line, enforced BTNL9 expression in GC-

sensitive cell lines increased resistance to GC treatment. Moreover, we show 

that BTNL9 was upregulated in response to a wide variety of other apoptosis-

inducing drugs, including staurosporine, etoposide, and retinoic acid. 

We conclude that BTNL9 is as a novel pro-survival GC-sensitive gene with a 

general function in apoptosis and especially in GC-resistant MLL rearranged 

ALL. We propose that inhibiting BTNL9 could improve the outcome in GC-

resistant MLL rearranged ALL patients. 
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Introduction 

Acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) is a neoplasm of immature lymphoid 

progenitors that can occur in the early B and T cell lineage, whereas the 

immature CD10-negative B linage precursor ALL (pre-B ALL) is the more 

common form [1]. Pre-B ALL is characterized by a high incidence of balanced 

chromosomal translocations involving the mixed-lineage leukemia (MLL, ALL-1 

or trithorax homolog; HRX) gene arising during embryonic development [2]. 
Rearrangement of the MLL gene on chromosome 11q23 occurs in ∼80% of 

infants (>1 year of age) diagnosed with ALL and in ∼85% of secondary 

leukemias, that arise in patients treated with epipodophyllotoxins and other DNA 

topoisomerase II inhibitors [3]. Up to date, over 60 MLL-translocation partners 
have been identified, and the MLL-AF4 translocation counts for ∼50% of all 

cases [4]. 

Same as the MLL gene, AF4 (AFF1, AF4/FMR2 family, member 1) belongs to a 

transcriptional transactivating gene family [5]. The translocation usually fuses 

the N-terminal portion of the MLL gene to the C-terminal region of its 

translocation partner [6]. The MLL gene encodes a member of the trithorax 

protein family that positively regulates gene expression, including multiple 

genes of the HOX family. Characteristic for MLL-fusion proteins is the loss of 

the histone H3 lysine 4 (H3K4) methyltransferase (SET) domain, which leads to 

aberrant histone modifications and results in an altered chromatin remodeling 

[7]. This leads to a gene expression profile clearly distinguishable from MLL 

germline ALL, indicating that MLL rearranged ALL is a distinct biological entity 

that responds poorly to conventional ALL-directed therapy. 

A great challenge today is to develop strategies that can overcome the drug 

resistant phenotype. For this purpose it is important to understand the 

underlying mechanisms of GC resistance and the signaling pathways regulating 

apoptosis induced by GCs.Patients diagnosed with MLL rearranged ALL have 

an especially poor outcome compared with children with other forms of ALL. 

This poor treatment outcome is mainly due to cellular drug resistance, in 

particular resistance to synthetic glucocorticoids (GC) like prednisolone and 
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dexamethasone [8]. GC are effectively used in the treatment of various 

hematopoietic malignancies due to their ability to induce apoptosis in these 

cancerous cells. The effects of GC are mediated through the glucocorticoid 

receptor (GR), which after ligand binding translocates from the cytosol to the 

nucleus where it affects expression of numerous genes through transactivation 

and transrepression [9].  

The butyrophilin-like (BTNL) protein family is structurally closely related to the 

B7 family and is thought to play an important role in cancer immune surveillance 

and immune modulation [10]. Recently, we identified a 56 kilobase (kb) deletion 

copy number variant (CNV) that affects expression of BTNL9 in lymphoblastoid 

cell lines (LCL) [11]. BTNL9 has been found to be over-expressed in 

hematopoietic malignancies, including germinal center B cell like (GBC) type of 

diffuse large B cell lymphoma (DLBCL) [12] and follicular lymphoma (FL) [13]. In 

addition, BTNL9 is differentially expressed in pre B-ALL after GC treatment [14]. 

However, up to this date, data on BTNL9 expression on ALL are limited. 

In this study, we confirm BTNL9 as a GC sensitive gene that is upregulated 

after dexamethasone treatment in pre-B ALL cell lines. Moreover, we 

demonstrate that pre B-ALL cell lines expressing BTNL9 are more resistant to 

GC induced apoptosis and that this phenotype can be reversed by 

downregulating endogenous BTNL9 expression. In addition, over-expression of 

BTNL9 significantly reduced GC sensitivity in MLL-AF4 rearranged ALL cell 

lines, making BTNL9 an interesting new target for therapy of this type of ALL. 
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Results 

BTNL9 is upregulated in cell lines resistant to GC-treatment 

Five pre-B ALL cell lines were purchased from the German collection of 

microorganism and cell cultures (DSMZ), and MV4;11 and BCL-1 were 

available in the laboratory. All cell lines were genotyped for the BTNL8-BTNL3 

deletion CNV as described previously [11]. One cell line (MV4;11) was 

homozygous for the wild-type allele, three (BEL-1, MHH call2 and RSA4;11) 

were heterozygous, and three (NALM-6, REH and SEM) were homozygous for 

the deletion variant. mRNA was isolated and BTNL9 expression levels were 

measured by quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR) in all seven pre-B ALL cell 

lines. Previously, it was shown by our group, that LCL harboring the 

BTNL8_BTNL3-del allele have a reduced expression of BTNL9 [11].  

In line with our previous findings in LCL, the cell line homozygous for the wild-

type allele (BTNL8-BTNL3 non-deletion allele), MV4;11, showed high BTNL9 

expression, MHH call2 showed a moderate expression level, while NALM-6 and 

REH almost did not express BTNL9. However, BTNL9 mRNA level was 

unusually low in the cell lines BEL-1 and RSA4;11, and very high in SEM 

(Figure 1a). Next, apoptosis rate was measured in all cell lines after 24 h of 

dexamethasone treatment. The MLL-AF4 rearranged cell lines, MV4;11 and 

SEM were GC resistant, while BEL-1 and RSA4;11 were GC sensitive (Figure 1 

b). In addition, the MLL germline ALL cell lines MHH call2 and REH were GC 

resistant, and NALM-6 was moderately GC sensitive (Figure 1c). 

Interestingly, cell lines expressing high-level BTNL9 are poor-responding or 

resistant to GC-induced apoptosis (black bars), while cell lines expressing low-

level BTNL9 are sensitive to GC-induced apoptosis (grey bars). Note that REH 

does not express BTNL9 even though it is highly resistant to GC-induced 

apoptosis (Figure 1a). However, this resistance is known to be mediated 

through a dysfunctional glucocorticoid receptor (GR) (Figure 1c).  
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BTNL9 is induced by dexamethasone and requires transcriptional 
activation mediated through the GR 

BTNL9 has previously been shown to be upregulated in pre-B ALL cells in vivo 

after treatment with the synthetic GC prednisolone [14, 15]. To confirm the 

induction of BTNL9 by GC, mRNA was isolated and qPCR was performed on 
the pre-B ALL cell lines MHH call2, SEM and REH treated with 1 µM 

dexamethasone for 3, 6, 12, 24 and 48 h. In the cell lines MHH call2 and SEM, 

BTNL9 mRNA level was elevated immediately after 3 h and reached its 

maximum after 6 h (Figure 2a). However, in the GC-resistant cell line REH, 

BTNL9 expression was not induced by dexamethasone, indicating a 

requirement of a functional GR for the induction of BTNL9 (Figure 2a). Similar 

results were obtained using prednisolone, a closely related GC (Supplementary 

Figure 1). 

The rapid induction of BTNL9 by dexamethasone suggested a primary 

transcriptional response. To test the role of GR-mediated transcription in the 

induction of BTNL9 by dexamethasone, the pre-B ALL cell lines MHH call2 and 
SEM were cultured in the presence of 1 µM of dexamethasone and a 10-fold 

excess of the GR antagonist RU486, to block GR activation by dexamethasone. 

In the presence of RU486, induction of BTNL9 mRNA by dexamethasone was 

completely inhibited, indicating a requirement of GR activation for the induction 

of BTNL9 (Figure 2b). 

Down-regulation of BTNL9 in MLL-AF4 rearranged ALL cells mediates 

sensitivity to GC 

Recently, high-level BTNL9 was found to correlate with high-risk in infant MLL-

AF4 rearranged ALL in vivo [16]. In line with this finding, BTNL9 expression was 

very low in the GC good-responding cell lines RSA4;11 and BEL-1 and very 

high in the GC poor-responding cell lines SEM and MV4;11, independent of the 

BTNL8_BTNL3-del allele (Figure 1a). 

To check whether high BTNL9 expression-level correlates with a higher GC 

resistance in these cells, endogenous BTNL9 was down-regulated in the GC-
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resistant MLL-AF4 rearranged ALL and AML cell lines SEM and MV4;11 with 

the use of RNA interference. In addition BTNL9 was downregulated in the poor 

GC responding MLL germline ALL cell line MHH call2. Western blot analysis 

was used to measure the efficiency of BTNL9 repression after 48 h of treatment 
with 1 µM dexamethasone. As shown in Figure 3a, protein expression of 

dexamethasone-induced BTNL9 was successfully decreased in BTNL9 siRNA 

treated cells compared to cells transfected with control siRNA. Compared with 

control cells, the two MLL-AF4 rearranged ALL and AML cell lines, SEM and 

MV4;11, expressing BTNL9 siRNA, became significantly more sensitive to 

dexamethasone-induced apoptosis (Figure 3b). In addition, a moderate 

increase in GC sensitivity was found in the MLL germline ALL cell line MHH 

call2 (Figure 3c), as observed in two independent RNA interference 

experiments. 

Over-expression of BTNL9 increases resistance of MLL-AF4 rearranged 

ALL cells to dexamethasone-induced apoptosis 

Next, we cloned the full-length cDNA encoding Myc-tagged BTNL9 into 

expression vector pcDNA3.1, and transfected the GC sensitive MLL-AF4 

rearranged ALL cell lines BEL-1 and RSA4;11. In addition BTNL9 was over-

expressed in the moderately GC sensitive MLL germline ALL cell line NALM-6. 

As determined by qPCR, the transfection experiments resulted in a significant 

up-regulation of BTNL9 (Figure 4a). 

No difference in the level of apoptosis could be seen in cells transfected with 

BTNL9 expressing vector compared to cells transfected with the empty vector in 

neither of the pre-B ALL cell lines (data not shown). However, after treatment 
with 1 µM dexamethasone for 6 h and 12 h, the percentage of viable cells was 

much lower in the GC-sensitive MLL-AF4 rearranged ALL cells expressing Myc-

tagged BTNL9 compared with cells transfected with empty vector (Figure 3b). 

However, only a slide but not significant change in apoptosis-level could be 

seen in the MLL germline ALL cell line NALM-6 
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Expression of the BTNL9 in response to other apoptotic inducers 

To gain a better understanding into the regulation of BTNL9 and to check 

whether BTNL9 is generally associated with apoptosis, we screened a panel of 

cytokines, drugs and stress inducing conditions for effect on BTNL9 expression 

level. While none of the stress inducing conditions like hypoxia, serum 

starvation or heat-shock were able to upregulate BTNL9, BNTL9 expression-

level significantly increased after treatment with apoptosis-inducing drugs like 

etoposide, staurosporine and retinoic acid. In addition, up-regulation of BTNL9 

was triggered by different hormones like progesterone and β-estradiol (Table 1).  

The apoptotic stimulators etoposide (a topoisomerase inhibitor) and 

staurosporine (a protein kinase inhibitor) stimulated BTNL9 mRNA expression 

as well in the GC resistant cell line REH (Supplementary Figure 2). REH does 

not have a functional GR, proving that BTNL9 also is involved in GC-

independent apoptosis. In addition, upregulation of BTNL9 by apoptotic triggers 

was not limited to pre-B ALL cells, as it was also induced in Caco-2 cells, a 

human epithelial colorectal adenocarcinoma cell line (Supplementary Figure 2), 

indicating a general role for BTNL9 in apoptosis. 
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Discussion 

ALL with rearrangements of the MLL gene represents an aggressive, high-risk 

form of leukemia and is associated with a highly unfavorable clinical outcome. 

MLL is a transcription factor and functions as a positive regulator of HOX gene 

expression [17]. MLL gene translocations involve about 60 partners, the AF4 

(AFF1) gene on chromosome 4q21 being the most common one. This type of 

ALL is very common amongst infants under twelve months, with a poor survival 

rate of less then 50% of cases [18]. Significantly contributing to this poor 

prognosis is cellular drug resistance, including resistance to L-asparaginase 

and synthetic GC like dexamethasone and prednisone [19] 

GC are key regular components in multi-agent chemotherapy protocols used for 

the treatment of ALL due to their ability to induce apoptosis in immature pre-B 

cells and thymocytes. However, resistance to GC is a serious problem in the 

treatment of all types of ALL, especially in MLL rearranged ALL affecting infants. 

The reason for this resistance is currently unknown but a change in the 

expression profile is thought to be a main factor in the biologic mechanisms that 

maintain resistance to these drugs. Recently, high-level of MCL-1 and 

S100A8/S100A9 expression were found to contribute to GC resistance in infant 

ALL in vitro and in vivo [20, 21]. However, more genes are thought to be 

involved in MLL rearranged ALL GC resistance. 

In this study, we have identified upregulation of BTNL9 after GC treatment in 

pre-B ALL and AML cell lines. BTNL9 belongs to the B7 protein super-family 

and is primarily expressed in primary and secondary lymphoid tissues such as 

bone marrow, lymph knots, thymus and spleen, as well as in B cells [10]. 

BTNL9 expression was rapidly induced after dexamethasone treatment. This 

rapid induction was blocked when cells were treated with the GR antagonist 

RU486, pointing the possibility of a direct transactivation through the GR.  

Recently, Kang et al. have found high expression levels of BTNL9 associated 

with high-risk ALL in a panel of 47 cases of infant MLL-AF4 rearranged ALL 

[16]. Here we show that ALL cell lines expressing high-levels of BTNL9 have a 

poor response to GC-induced apoptosis. Downregulation of BTNL9 protein by 
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RNA interference, demonstrated a clear increase in dexamethasone sensitivity 

in MLL-AF4 rearranged ALL cells and at a lower level in MLL germline ALL 

cells. In line with this findings, overexpression of BTNL9 in GC-sensitive MLL-

AF4 rearranged ALL cells made them more resistant to GC-induced apoptosis. 

The fact that low BTNL9 levels not only promote sensitivity to GC treatment to 

MLL rearranged ALL cell lines but also to GC poor responding MLL germline 

ALL cells, might indicate a general role of BTNL9 in GC resistance in pre-B ALL. 

However, only a slight change could be seen when down-regulating BTNL9 and 

no significant decrease in GC sensitivity could be observed in GC-sensitive MLL 

germline cells after enforced BTNL9 expression. When genotyping a cohort of 

384 pediatric ALL cases [22] for the BTNL8-BTNL3 CNV, we found a moderate 

but significant increase (p = 0.033 for dexamethasone and p = 0.033 for 

prednisone) in GC resistant patients homozygous for the BNTL8_BTNL3-del 

wild-type allele (Supplementary Figure 3). Our results show that although 

BNTL9 expression levels do not correlate with the BTNL8-BTNL3 genotype in 

MLL rearranged ALL cells, it seems to correlate in MLL germline ALL cells, 

indicating that BNTL9 may indeed play a role in GC resistant MLL germline ALL. 

However, follow-up experiments and a larger patient cohort will be needed to 

shed more light on this question. 

BTNL9 belongs to the B7 superfamily, a protein family involved in the regulation 

of T-cell activation and tolerance by providing positive or negative secondary 

signals [23]. Same as B7 proteins, members of the BTN/BTNL family have been 

shown to be able to co-stimulate or co-inhibit T-cell activation [24, 25][26-28]. 

B7 proteins are expressed on a variety of hematopoietic malignancies, solid 

tumors and tumor-infiltrating immune cells, were they provide the basis for 

dynamic interactions between tumors and the host immune system [29-31]. 

Moreover, it has been shown that immature lymphocytes can be ʻrescuedʼ when 

these cells express high levels of the co-stimulatory B7-1 or B7-2 molecules 

[32]. However, so far it is unknown whether BTNL9 has co-stimulatory, co-

inhibitory or both properties.  
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Some co-inhibitory B7 members, like CTLA-4 and B7-H4, mediate 

tumorigenesis by inhibiting apoptosis through the MAP kinases, ERK, p38 and 

JNK signaling pathway [33, 34]. GC resistance frequently appears in malignant 

cells due to aberrant activation of various protein kinases that exert anti-

apoptotic effects [35]. One strategy to overcome GC resistance would be to 

prevent the activities of the PI3K/Akt/mTOR, MEK1/ERK1/2, and other activated 

protein kinase pathways. In fact, LY294002, a potent PI3K inhibitor recently has 

been shown to sensitized otherwise resistant MLL rearranged ALL cells [36]. 

It will be interesting to check whether BTNL9 functions through the ERK/PI3 

signaling pathway in a similar way as CTLA-4 and B7-H4. Interestingly, in our 

study we have shown that BTNL9 induction is not limited to GC. In fact, a wide 

range of apoptosis stimulating reagents induced BTNL9 expression, suggesting 

a common role of BTNL9 in apoptosis. Therefore it would be interesting to test 

an effect of BNTL9 down-regulation in other types of cancer. 

Taken together, the present study presents BTNL9 as an attractive target for 

therapeutic intervention in order to improve the response to GC and with that 

improve the prognosis for MLL rearranged ALL. However, follow-up studies will 

be needed to examine pathways BTNL9 is involved in.  
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Materials and Methods 

Cell culture 

Pre-B ALL cell lines and the AML cell line MV4;11, were maintained in RPMI 

1640 supplemented with 2 mM glutamine, 10% (v/v) heat-inactivated fetal 
bovine serum, 100 µg/mL penicillin and 100 µg/mL streptomycin (Invitrogen) 

and grown as suspension culture at 37ºC in humidified air containing 5% CO2.  

Dexamethasone was purchased from Sigma and a stock solution was prepared 
in 100% DMSO. 1 x 106 cells/ml were seeded 24 h before treatment with 1 µM 

dexamethasone. Control cells were treated with DMSO.  

Real-Time PCR analysis 

Total mRNA was extracted from cells using the miRNA easy Kit (Qiagen), 
samples were treated with DNase I (Qiagen) for 15 min and 1 to 2 µg of RNA 

was reverse transcribed using the Superscript VILO kit (Invitrogen) according to 

the manufacturerʼs protocol. Real time PCR was carried out using the Light 
cycler 480 from Roche. The PCR reaction contained 100 ng/µl of cDNA, 10 

pmol of each of the specific primers and 5 µl SYBR Green master mix in a final 

reaction volume of 10 µl. All reactions were performed in triplicates. Thermal-

cycling conditions for ACTB and BTNL9 consisted of an initial denaturation of 10 
min at 98°C, 40 cycles of 15 s at 95°C denaturation, 15 s annealing at 61°C, 

and 18 s elongation at 72°C, and a final extension step at 72°C for 10 min. 

Cumulative fluorescence was measured after each of the 40 cycles. Product 

specific amplification was confirmed by melting curve analysis. Oligonucleotide 

sequences used for quantification were as follows: BTNL9 5 ʼ-

AGCAGCCCAAAAATATGCAG-3ʼ as forward primer and 5ʼ-

CACGTGCACCTCCCAGTAGT-3ʼ as reverse primer and ACTB 5ʼ-

AGAGCTACGAGCCTGCCTGAC-3ʼ as forward and 5ʼ-

AAAGCCATGCCAATCTCATC-3ʼ as reverse primer. Relative Quantification of 

BTNL9 gene expression was determined by the construction of a relative 

expression calibration curve using serial dilutions of ACTB as a positive control. 
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In vitro apoptosis assay 

In vitro dexamethasone cytotoxicity was determined using the Cell Death 

Detection ELISAPLUS kit (Roche) according to manufacturerʼs protocol. Briefly, 1 

x 104 exponentially growing cells, previously treated with dexamethasone, 

prednisone or DMSO for the indicated time, were placed into a 96 well plate and 
incubated for 4 h. Cells were lysed and 20 µl from the supernatant was 

transferred into streptavidin coated MP for analysis. Next, Immunoreagent was 

added, MP was covered and incubated for 2 h at RT. Solution was removed and 
wells were rinsed with ABTS solution. 100 µl Stop solution was added and 

samples were measured at 405 nm.  

RNA interference 

BTNL9 knock-down were performed in the dexamethasone-resistant ALL cell 

lines MHH call2 and SEM and the dexamethasone-resistant AML cell line 

MV4;11. Cells were transfected using the Amaxa® Nucleofector® Transfection 

System (Lonza) and the Amaxa® Cell Line Nucleofector® Kit R (Lonza) 

according to manufacturerʼs protocol. Briefly, one day prior transfection, cells 

were washed and medium was changed to keep cells in log-growth phase. The 

next day, first, Nucleofector solution was prepared, contained 300 nM BTNL9 or 
a validated nonsilencing control siRNA (specify!!) and 2 µg GPF vector. ON-

TARGETplus technology from Thermo scientific for used for this experiment. 

Target sequence used for siBTNL9 was: GCUCAAAACGUGACGGCAA. Next, 1 
x 107 cells/ml were counted, centrifuged and resuspended in 100 µl 

Nucleofector solution. Program T-016 was selected on Nucleofector device, 

samples were pulsed and placed in 2 ml RPM1 medium as described previously 

and grown for 24 h. To obtain a pure population of transfected cells, cells were 

sorted by flow-cytometry for GFP in a live cell-sorting device after 24 h and 

placed again in 2ml RPM1 medium and let grow for 12 h. After that cells were 
treated with 1µl dexamethasone for another 12 h. Transfected cells were then 

analyzed for BTNL9 expression by western-blot.  
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Over-expression 

Full-length cDNA of human BTNL9 was cloned into a mammalian expression 

vector pcDNATM 3.1(+)/myc-HisC (life technologies) using the restriction 

enzymes  HindIII and EcoRV. Next, the GC-sensitive cell lines BEL-1, NALM-6 

and RSA4;11 were transfected with the Amaxa® Nucleofector® Transfection 
System (Lonza) as descriped above using 1 µg expression vector, after 24h 

cells were treated with Neomycin to obtain a 100% transfected population.   

Western blot 

Cell lysates were prepared as previously described [37]. Briefly, equal amounts 

of proteins (300–350 μg) were resolved by NuPAGE (4-12%; Invitrogen) and 

transferred to nitrocellulose membranes. Proteins were then blocked by 

incubation in 10% dry milk in TBST (0.1% Tween-20 in TBS) and probed with 

the indicated Antibody. Rabbit anti-BTNL9 antibody (ab87049; Abcam) was 

used in a 1:1000 dilution and incubated for 24 h at 4ºC. Mouse anti-Tubulin 

antibody was purchased from Santa Cruz (sc-5286). Blots were then developed 

by enhanced chemiluminescence (ECL; Amersham).  

Statistical analysis 

Differences in BTNL9 gene expression between cell lines were statistically 

evaluated using the student t-test or the Mann-Whitney U-test. Differences were 

considered statistically significant at p-values <0.05.  
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Figure 1.  BTNL9 expression in pre-B ALL cell lines. (A) Cell lines were genotyped for the 

BTNL8_BTNL3-del allele and BTNL9 mRNA expression was measured by qPCR. MV4;11 is 

homozygous for the wild-type allele, BEL-1, MHH call 2 and RSA4;11 are heterozygous, and 

NALM-6, REH and SEM are homozygous for the BTNL8-BTNL3 deletion CNV. In vitro 

dexamethasone response in (B) MLL-AF4 rearranged ALL and (C) MLL germline ALL cell lines. 

(A) MHH call2, MV4;11 and SEM are resistant to dexamethasone (black bars), and BEL-1, 

RSA4;11 and NALM-6 are dexamethasone sensitive (grey bars).  
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Figure 2. Dexamethasone-induced upregulation of BTNL9. (A) The expression of BTNL9 

was immediately induced after treatment with 1 µM dexamethasone in the pre-B ALL cell lines 

MHH call2 and SEM. In contrary, no upregulation of BTNL9 could be observed in the GC 

resistant cell line REH, indicating that BTNL9 induction depends on a functional GR. (B) RU486, 

a GR antagonist, prevented the induction of BTNL9 by dexamethasone. Pre-B ALL cells were 

treated with DMSO (control), 1 µM dexamethasone or 1 µM dexamethasone plus 10 µM RU486.  
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Figure 3. Downregulation of BTNL9 sensitizes both, dexamethasone-resistant MLL 

rearranged ALL and MLL germline ALL cell lines. (A) siRNA experiments directed against 

human BTNL9 into dexamethasone-resistant SEM or MV4;11 cells showed suppression in 

BTNL9 protein expression compared with control cells (transfected with scrambled siRNA). The 

effects of BTNL9 downregulation on the in vitro dexamethasone response on (B) SEM and 

MV4;11 or (C) MHH call2 cells were assessed by a photometric enzyme-immunoassay for 

determination of cytoplasmic histone-associated DNA-fragments after induced cell death, 

performed in triplicate. The graph shows the mean dexamethasone response curves in cells 

transfected with either control or a siRNA against human BTNL9, derived from two independent 

RNA interference experiments. 
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Figure 4. BTNL9 over-expression induces dexamethasone resistance in MLL-AF4 

rearranged ALL cells. (A) qPCR analysis showing mRNA expression of BTNL9 in the 

dexamethasone-sensitive cell lines BEL-1, RSA4;11 and NALM-6 transduced with a mammalian 

expression vector encoding human BTNL9. (B) In vitro dexamethasone response of BEL-1, 

RSA4;11 and (C) NALM-6 in the absence and presence of enforced BTNL9 expression. 
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Table 1. Panel of various pharmacological agents were screened in pre-B ALL cells for their 

effects on BTNL9 gene expression 

Treatment 
up-regulate 
BTNL9? Treatment 

up-regulate 
BTNL9? 

IL1-β No Hypoxia No 
TNFα No Prednisone Yes 
LPS No Dexamethasone Yes 
β-Estradiol No Etoposide Yes 
Progesterone Yes Staurosporine Yes 
Retinoic acid Yes NaCl No 
DMSO No Heatshock No 
Serum starvation No beta-Mercaptoethanol No 
UV Yes   
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Supplementary figure 1. Prednisone-induced upregulation of BTNL9. Same as with the 

glucocortidoid dexamethasone, treatment with 1 µl prednisone immediately induced expression 

of BTNL9 in the pre-B ALL cell lines MHH call2 and SEM. No upregulation of BTNL9 could be 

observed in the GC resistant cell line REH, indicating that BTNL9 induction depends on a 

functional GR. 
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Supplementary figure 2: After treatment with the apoptotic inducers etoposide and 

staurosporine for 6 h, BTNL9 expression level was induced in REH as well as in Caco-2, 

suggesting a GR-independent role of BTNL9 in apoptosis. 
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Supplementary figure 3: Association of the BTNL8_BTNL3-del allele with glucocorticoid-

resistance in a cohort of 384 pediatric pre-B ALL samples in vivo. 
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The BTNL family consists of four genes. However, up to this date only one of 

them, BTNL2, has been characterized [46]. Like other genes of the closely 

related B7 family, BTNL2 has been shown to be involved in immunoregulatory 

control of immune-related disorders [59, 63-65]. In addition, polymorphism in the 

human BTNL2 gene have been linked to inflammatory diseases and BTNL2 has 

been shown to act as a coinhibitory molecule for T-cell activation [49, 50].  

In order to gain a better understanding about this gene family, in this thesis, we 

undertook a comprehensive analysis of the remaining three BTNL genes, 

BTNL3, BTNL8 and BTNL9. All three genes are located in a cluster at the 

subtelomeric region of human chromosome 5q35.3, together with several genes 

encoding tripartite motif-containing (TRIM) proteins, and genes involved in the 

olfactory system.  

First, we looked at the genomic level and structurally described a previously 

uncharacterized 56 kb deletion polymorphism, located between two 1.6 kb long 

low copy repeats (LCR) with 98% sequence identity of two primate-specific 

genes, namely BTNL8 and BTNL3 [122]. LCRs are frequently associated with 

genomic rearrangements, usually resulting from non-allelic homologous 

recombination (NAHR) events [123, 124]. In the human genome, CNVs are a 

major source of genetic variation and have been increasingly studied for 

disease association [125]. Particularly in genes playing a role in defense and 

immune response CNV regions are highly enriched, indicating a link between 

CNVs and human health [126]. So have many CNVs affecting genes or other 

functional elements, such as promoters or enhancers, have been found to play 

important roles in several disorders, including autoimmune, neuropsychiatric 

and infectious diseases and cancer [127]. 

The BTNL8-BTNL3 deletion CNV affects two primate-specific genes, BTNL8 

and BTNL3, who share 80% homology in their coding sequence, and leads to 

the formation of a novel BTNL8*3 hybrid gene consisting of the first five exons 

of BTNL8 and the last three exons of BTNL3. Next, an antibody against the C-

terminal end of BTNL3 was developed and the existence of a fusion BTNL8*3 

protein was confirmed in lymphoblastoid cell lines (LCLs), heterozygous or 
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homozygous for the BTNL8_BTNL3-del allele without any alterations in the 

reading frame. The encoded BTNL8*3 fusion protein contains the N-terminal 

portion of BTNL8 encoding a IgV, IgC and a transmembrane domain and a 

B30.2 domain of BTNL3 at its C-terminal end. However, it remains to be 

assessed if and to with extend this new chimeric BTNL8*3 protein can 

compensate for the function of the BTNL8 and BTNL3 wild-type molecules. 

The novel BTNL8*3 hybrid gene is under the influence of the BTNL8 promoter 

and its functional elements. However, as we could show by allele-specific PCR, 

the BTNL8*3 gene was expressed at a significantly lower level, compared to 

wild-type BTNL8, in several tissues heterozygous for BTNL8_BTNL3-del, which 

could be due to a less stable mRNA product.  

As mentioned above, up to this date little is known about the function of BTNL3 

and BTNL8. However, it has been shown that BTNL3 and BTNL8 are primarily 

expressed by tissues of the digestive tract. Recently, murine Btnl1 has been 

identified to regulate interactions with intraepithelial γδ T-lymphocytes in the 

murine small intestine [52]. In line with these findings, one could speculate 

about a function for BTNL3 and BTNL8 in the immune response of human 

mucosal epithelia. Epithelia are primary targets of bacterial and viral infection 

and act as one of the key barriers in our immune system [128]. A diversity of 

innate and adaptive immune cells play a role in the detection and elimination of 

invading pathogens. However, in the healthy intestine, mucosal immune cells 

have to discriminate between potentially harmful and beneficial antigens. 

Dysregulation of this balance can result in inflammatory disease and associated 

carcinoma [129, 130]. Similar to Btnl1 in mice, BTNL3 and BTNL8 could play a 

role in the suppression of the activation of intraepithelial γδ T-lymphocytes. A 

suppression of their activation by BTNL8 or BTNL3 could result in a control of 

cancer progression by T-lymphocytes and a prevention of an excessive immune 

response. However, this hypothesis will have to be investigated.  

Next, we developed a PCR-based genotyping assay and genotyped 1,103 

samples from 11 HapMap populations, 1,007 samples derived from 39 ethnical 

groups of the Centre dʼEtude du Polymorphisme Humain (CEPH) Human 
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Genome Diversity Panel (HGDP) and 477 Spanish samples for the 

BTNL8_BTNL3-del allele. We found significant differences in the stratification of 

the deletion variant. The deletion is very rare in African and Oceanic and Middle 

Eastern population and common in European, American and East Asian 

population. Ethnicity plays an important role in inter-individual variability of the 

immune system. It has been shown that certain ethnic groups which are under 

constant exposure to different pathogens, have selected genetic adaptations 

that provide resistance or reduced susceptibility to infection, meaning that for 

some populations CNVs can result in an advantageous phenotype [131]. The 

first gene identified, where a reduction in copy number was shown beneficial 

was the α -globin locus, where it increases resistance to malaria infection and 

susceptibility to mild α-thalassemia [132]. Other examples where the number of 

gene copies positively correlates with infection are FCGR3B and DEFB4 genes, 

which are associated with glomerulonephritis, and Crohnʼs disease [133, 134], 

respectively. The marked population differences found of BTNL8_BTNL3-del 

frequencies suggest that this deletion CNV might have evolved under positive 

selection due to environmental conditions in some populations, with potential 

phenotypic consequences. In addition, ethnical differences result in variability to 

treatment outcome for many drugs [131].  Given the big impact of B7 proteins in 

the immune system and immune-related diseases, the BTNL8-BTNL3 deletion 

variant could be interesting for both, pharmacogenomics and individualized drug 

therapy in the future [96]. 

After a detailed linkage disequilibrium analysis for single nucleotide 

polymorphism (SNPs) in the genomic region surrounding the BTNL8-BTNL3 

CNV, we only were able to identify a suitable tag SNP (LD r2>0.8) only in 

northern European, American and Asian populations. However, no SNP could 

be identified in southern European and African population that could serve as a 

surrogate for the deletion variant. African population have been shown to differ 

significantly in their haplotype and LD structure from other ethnical groups. 

Moreover, southern European groups such as Spanish, Greek and Italians 

constantly are under the influence of migratory influences and admixture with 
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other ethnical group from Africa and northern Europe, what could result in a LD 

structure different from other European populations [135, 136].  

In a next step, we undertook an expression analysis and looked at genome-

wide expression data produced by Stranger et al., 2005 [137]. With this 

strategy, we were able to identify several genes whose expression-level was 

affected by the BTNL8-BTNL3 deletion CNV. The 20 genes validated by qPCR 

in LCLs homozygous for BTNL8_BTNL3-del, were submitted to Ingenuity 

Pathway Analysis (IPA) program for functional classification and to check 

whether these genes interact with each other in regulatory networks and 

biological pathways. With this strategy, one well-defined network with TNF and 

the ERK1/AKT pathway as central hubs could be identified. TNF, ERK1 and 

AKT are important players in signal transduction pathways and key components 

of the immune response in humans, therefore even a slight deregulation of 

those proteins might have an important impact in the response to pathogens 

[138]. However, LCLs might not be the main cell type where the BTNL8*3 CNV 

affects expression levels, since BTNL3 and BTNL8 are predominantly 

expressed in the digestive tract. Follow-up studies using other cell types will be 

needed. 

In addition, we found major differences in the expression-level of BTNL9, 

another gene of the same family, located ~100 kb from the deletion. Even 

though none of the regulatory elements of its promoter was affected by the 

CNV, BTNL9 mRNA and protein level was significantly lower in LCLs containing 

one or two copies of BTNL8_BTNL3-del. However, it is a well known fact that 

genomic neighborhoods can influence the expression level of genes by a so 

called ʻpositional effectʼ. This can be achieved by affecting cis-regulatory 

elements, such as transcription factor binding sites, or by re-organization of 

chromosomes into territories within the nucleus [136]. 

In the second part of this thesis, we screened existing literature for possible 

biological functions of BTNL3, BTNL8 and BTNL9. Although not much literature 

was available for neither of the genes, we found several articles showing a de-

regulation of the BTNL9 gene in different hematopoietic malignancies, including 
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germinal center B-cell like (GBC) type of diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL) 

and follicular lymphoma (FL) [139, 140]. In addition, several publications found 

BTNL9 to be differentially expressed in pre B-ALL after glucocorticoid (GC) 

treatment [141, 142] .  

To confirm BTNL9 as a GC-sensitive gene, we treated several pre-B ALL cell 

lines with the synthetic GC dexamethasone. In all cell lines, with the exception 

of REH, we found BTNL9 elevated immediately within 3 hours. This rapid 

enhancement of expression and the fact that BTNL9 expression was not 

induced in REH, a well-characterized cell line with a defective glucocorticoid 

receptor (GR) [143], suggested that BTNL9 expression is a primary target of the 

GR. This hypothesis could be confirmed by the use of the GR antagonist 

RU486. BTNL9 expression was completely abolished when cells were co-

treated with dexamethasone and RU846. GCs are essential components in the 

treatment of ALL due to their ability to induce apoptosis in immature 

lymphoblasts [144]. A good response to introductory GC treatment predicts 

favorable outcome [120]. However, several types of ALL show a high resistance 

against GC treatment [145]  therefore identifying genes involved in GC-

dependent apoptosis is essential to improve outcome in ALL therapy.  

In a next step we measured the expression-level of endogenous BTNL9 in pre-

B ALL cell lines and found that BTNL9 expression significantly varies between 

cell lines. To check whether in line with previous findings on LCLs, BTNL9 

expression-level is affected by the BTNL8-BTNL3 deletion CNV, we genotyped 

all pre-B ALL cell lines for the BTNL8_BTNL3-del allele. However, correlation 

was only found for cell lines containing the germline MLL gene. In contrast MLL 

rearranged cell lines showed a significantly reduced (RSA4;11, BEL-1) or 

significantly elevated (SEM, MV4;11) BTNL9 expression. MLL rearranged ALL 

is a very aggressive form of ALL with a very bad overall survival rate [146]. This 

form of leukemia is very common in infants less than one year of age, and it is 

thought to develop in utero [147]. The poor outcome is mainly due to drug 

resistance, in particular to synthetic GCs [148]. Therefore, in order to improve 

prognosis it is important to find genes that contribute to GC resistance. 
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Interestingly, recently high-level BTNL9 was found to correlate with high-risk in 

a cohort of MLL-AF4 rearranged infant ALL cases in vivo [145]. In line, all pre-B 

ALL cell lines used in this thesis expressing high-level BTNL9 were GC-

resistant, while all cell lines expressing low-level BTNL9 were GC-sensitive. 

Moreover, downregulation of the BTNL9 protein by RNAi, led to a clear increase 

in GC sensitivity in MLL-AF4 rearranged ALL cells and at a reduced level in 

MLL germline ALL cells, and overexpression of BTNL9 in GC-sensitive MLL-

AF4 rearranged ALL cells made them more resistant to GC-induced apoptosis. 

To our knowledge, this is the first time that a BTN molecule is associated with 

apoptosis. However, several B7 homologous have been reported to mediate 

tumorigenesis by inhibiting apoptosis through ERK1/2 signaling [149]. GC 

therapy affects the activity of several protein kinases and, vice versa many 

protein kinases, e.g. PI3K, Akt, mTOR, ERK1/2 and other activated protein 

kinase pathways, can affect GC-induced apoptosis. One hypothesis is that 

BTNL9 acts in the same way as PD-1, BH-3 or B7x by inhibiting ERK1/2, what 

could be in a GR dependent as well as GR independent manner. In fact, when 

screening a panel of apoptotic stimuli, we found BTNL9 expression to be 

increased by a big variety of drugs, indicating a general role of BTNL9 in 

apoptosis. Moreover, as discussed above expression of the ERK1/AKT pathway 

was shown to be affected the BTNL8-BTNL3 deletion CNV, supporting the 

hypothesis that BTNL9 plays a role in this signal transduction pathway. 

However, this remains to be elucidated.  

Another big question to answer is whether BTNL9 also is involved in GC-

resistance of MLL germline ALL or in other forms of ALL. MLL rearranged ALL 

and MLL germline ALL are thought to have distinct biological entities [150]. 

However, when genotyping a panel of childhood pre-B ALL patients for the 

BTNL8_BTNL3-del allele we found a slight but significant association of the 

CNV with GC-resistance. However, this result will have to be validated in 

another ALL patient cohort. In addition, it would be interesting to check whether 

BTNL9 expression-level independent of the BTNL8-BTNL3 CNV associated 

with GC-resistance in other forms of ALL.  
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Taken together, in this thesis we provide a unique, broad, functional analysis of 

several, up to this date uncharacterized, BTNL family members. We 

characterize a common CNV with clear functional consequences. Moreover, we 

identify a completely unexpected role for BTNL9 in MLL-AF4 rearranged ALL. 

This finding could be of importance for the development of new therapeutic 

intervention in MLL-AF4 rearranged ALL in the future. However, many questions 

remain unanswered but certainly the BTNL family will acquire much attention 

during the next years in the field of anti-tumor immunity.  
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The following conclusions can be drawn from the results presented in this 

thesis: 

1. We identified a 56-kb deletion copy number variant (CNV) on human 

chromosome 5q35.3 that affects two genes BTNL8 and BTNL3. 

2. The deletion CNV results in the formation of a novel BTNL8*3 chimeric 

gene and mRNA, that translates into a new BTNL8*3 protein. 

3. The deletion is covered by several tagging SNPs in northern European, 

Asian and American population, but tagSNPs are missing in African and 

southern European populations. 

4. Significant population-based differences exist for the BTNL8_BTNL3-del 

allele between major continental groups. The CNV is very common in 

European, Asian and American population but rare in African and 

Oceanic population. 

5. Lymphoblastoid cell lines containing the BTNL8_BTNL3-del allele show a 

significant reduced expression of BTNL9, what might be the result of a 

“positional effect”. 

6. The BTNL8*3 CNV interferes with the expression level of several genes 

involved in immune response and cancer.  

7. BTNL9 is upregulated in acute lymphocytic leukemia (ALL) cell lines after 

glucocorticoid treatment, and in different cell systems after treatment 

with various apoptotic stimuli. 

8. Upregulation of BTNL9 depends on a functional glucocorticoid receptor, 

and repression of endogenous BTNL9 led to a higher sensitivity to 

glucocorticoid treatment. 

9. High-level of BTNL9 is associated with a poor glucocorticoid receptor 

response in MLL-AF4 rearranged ALL cell lines. 

10. Over-expression of BTNL9 induced glucocorticoid response in 

glucocorticoid-sensitive MLL-AF4 rearranged ALL cell lines. 
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%: percent 
µg: microgram   

µ l: microlitre    

µm: micromolar    

aa: amino acid    

ALL: acute lymphoblastic leukemia  
AML: acute myeloid leukemia 

ATRA: all-trans retinoic acid  
BCR: B cell receptor 
BM: bone marrow 
BTN: butyrophilin 

BTNL: butyrophilin-like 

CLL: chronic lymphoblastic leukemia  

CML: chronic myeloid leukemia 

CNV: copy number variant 

DNA: deoxyribonucleic acid    

EDTA: ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid    

ELISA: enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay    

FACS: fluorescence-activated cell sorting    

FBS: fetal bovine serum    

FITC: fluorescein isothiocyanate   

GC: glucocorticoid  

h: hour    

HL: Hodgkinʼs lymphoma 

HRP: horseradish peroxidise    

Ig: immunoglobulin  

M: molar    

mg: milligram    

ml: millilitre    

MLL: mixed lineage leukemia    

mM: millimolar   

NHL: non Hodgkinʼs lymphoma  
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nm: nanometre    

NK: natural killer 

nM: nanomolar    

PAGE: polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis    

PB: peripheral blood 
PBS: phosphate buffered saline   

PCR: polymerase chain reaction   

PPAR: peroxisome proliferator activated receptor  

RA: retinoic acid  
RARα: retinoic acid receptor alpha  

siRNA: small interfering RNA   

TAE: tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane-acetate-ethylenediaminetetraacetic 

 acid    

TBE: tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane-borate‐ethylenediaminetetraacetic  acid  

TCR: T cell receptor 

TEMED: N,N,N',N'-tetramethyl‐ethane‐1,2-diamine 

Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane    

v/v: volume per volume    

w/v: weight per volume 
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